Solar Joint Ventures LLC

Why Solar?
The answers to why Solar are quite simple.
1. Solar is the cleanest most abundant source of energy on Earth.
2. A Solar Generated Energy System has virtually NO Carbon
Footprint.
3. Whether your business is a Franchise, Automotive Dealership,
Engineering and Design Firm, Tooling Supplier, Parts Maker,
Food Supplier or Retailer you soon will be required either to
prove a certain certified level of Green Energy or at a minimum
will be awarded bonus points on your quotes, or both, when
seeking to engage new business or retain existing business
with Companies or Manufactures that you wish to sell your
products or services both today and especially in the future.

Why Solar?
The answers to why Solar are quite simple.
4. More and more studies now indicate that businesses are now
targeting that under 35-year old consumer as their highest
focus of attention in target marketing. The reasons are simple.
This group is comprised of the persons that have
distinguished themselves from their younger corporate
counterparts. They are the new wave. This group also is the
group that CEO’s and owners will trust with important projects
and trends to research as these same CEO’s and Owners
typically do not have the available time to research such
projects themselves. Numerous studies further support that
this age group is most likely to seek out or will entertain
only those companies deemed or certified to be “Green.”
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• These studies furthers suggest this sub 35-age group is only
going to become more bold in making “Green”
recommendations to the actual and final decision makers, the
CEO’s and owners. Moreover this age group will become
tomorrow’s decision makers. Your business simply from
being perceived a GREEN ENERGY COMPANY will be
shocked to watch sales growth simply by being able to
market and advertise your company to this now highly valued
Business Sector. Regardless whether you now know or may
have known previously, NOW is the time to get out ahead of
the curve. Eclipse your competition NOW rather than waiting
for the inevitable only to have to play catch-up.

Why Solar?
The answers to why Solar are quite simple.
5. Solar Generated Energy gives you a truly reliable Source of
Energy in the event of short or long-term power outages
whether local, regional or national in origin and scope; also,
regardless of duration. The U. S.’s traditional electrical
source power grid is antiquated and inadequate, (sources:
Wall Street Journal, Forbes, U. S. Government Accounting
Office (GAO), Time Magazine, etc.). Why wait for that
national system to be upgraded to necessary capacity to fit
YOUR needs? Additionally, why should YOU be part of
those companies required to pay for those upgrades? A
Solar Generated System prevents YOUR COMPANY from
becoming a needless victim of shut down.
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5. Joint Solar Venture can tailor YOUR system for that vital
and coveted seamless source of power during those events
through our Solar Joint Venture TOTAL POWER
SOLUTION, by offering Natural Gas Generators and Battery
Back-up packages to ensure business as usual at all times.
6. With current Federal Tax Credits and incentives, in most
cases Solar generated energy is THE MOST
AFFORDABLE source of Energy available for your
business.

Let Us show you how easy & affordable it is to go Solar
Savings
•

Do you know that with the current 2020 Federal Tax Credits
and accelerated depreciation that Commercial Rooftop
Solar in conjunction with your current electricity provider is
more affordable than your current electricity provider alone
in almost every scenario?

•

Yes. With incentives, in many cases you can produce your
own Solar Power for less than THREE (3) CENTS per kw/h
(kilowatt-hour) at a flat rate for TWENTY-FIVE (25) years.

Let Us show you how easy & affordable it is to go Solar
There are many different options for payment that include:
1. Cash Payment. First, you pay for the system. The Solar
energy produced by your new Solar energy system now
allows your company to realize reduced charges from that
portion of your utility bill previously provided by the electric
company. These eliminated electric payments allow you to
pay off the cost of the Solar project in three (3) to seven (7)
years depending on your current electrical cost. Once the
Solar system is paid off you now have eighteen (18) to
twenty-two (22) years of free electricity from your Solar
Generated Energy portion of your utility consumption.

Let Us show you how easy & affordable it is to go Solar
There are many different options for payment that include:
2. Zero ($0) Down Capital Leases. In most cases we can
provide a Capital Lease with a one-dollar ($1) buyout at the
end of the lease. Under this option you pay a lease price for
the current amount of electricity that the Rooftop Solar is
replacing. The length of the lease is approximately six (6) to
nine (9) years at which point that portion of your electricity
produced by Solar is FREE for sixteen (16) to nineteen (19)
years.

Let Us show you how easy & affordable it is to go Solar
There are many different options for payment that include:
3. PACE. PACE is a program backed by the federal
government that is available in most States. PACE is a
ZERO ($0) Down non-recourse loan program that is
attached as an Assessment and attached to your property
tax payment. This program can not only SAVE your
company a huge amount of money on your electrical cost,
but
many
companies
choose
to
take
their
savings/credits/refunds upfront too. Studies also suggest
this feature can help them expand their business and allow
them to buy other equipment.

Let Us show you how easy & affordable it is to go Solar
There are many different options for payment that include:
4. Joint Solar Venture also offers other options to well
qualified businesses to allow a Solar Joint Ventures affiliate
partner to own and maintain the system on your Building
Rooftop(s). This option involves a contract to buy a portion
of your power from our Solar System. You will still maintain
a constant reliable source of power from your local electrical
provider. The portions of electricity that you are buying from
our Solar System source will be dramatically lower than
your local provider.

WHY CHOOSE SOLAR JOINT VENTURES?
Our Ownership team consists of a group of experienced
successful businesspeople with over 100 years of Land
Acquisition, Design and Build, Electrical Contracting and Global
Solar Construction. We have serviced many of the Fortune
2000 Businesses with great long-term success. We are truly
the Nations’ premier start to finish Solar Solution.

Q. How does our business
go about determining the
best finance model for our
facility? How much will this
study cost us to find out
that best fit?

FREQUENTLY
ASKED
QUESTIONS

A. First. Please send us an email to FindOut@SolarJV.com.
Second. Upload your company’s electrical bills for the last
twelve (12) months. Third. We will quickly provide you with your
SOLAR REPORT This report will include a Helioscope Satellite
Image of your building complete with our tailor-designed
overlays designed specifically for your rooftop, accounting for
all currently existing HVAC and other existing rooftop objects.
The report will give an in depth study for your Solar System and
how it will improve your bottom line. Additionally this in depth
study will highlight your Social Awareness and what will be your
company’s new shrinking Carbon Footprint.
There is NO CHARGE for this FREE report.

Q. Our company is located
in a State with a long winter.
Can I produce electricity in
the Winter months?

FREQUENTLY
ASKED
QUESTIONS

Yes. Amazingly the Sun shines in every season and even on the
most cloudy days the sun’s rays can penetrate those clouds
enough so as to be useful in generating considerable solar
power for you. In the FREE Solar Report we use government
approved data from National Renewable Energy Laboratory that
gives historic numbers of Solar producing hours on a full 365
days per year right down to the specific Zip Code of your
building.

FREQUENTLY
ASKED
QUESTIONS
Q. Will the Solar System
damage my roof?

A. Absolutely Not! Our Rooftop Systems are designed to and
built out of lightweight aluminum frames that are secured to the
building by custom made cement ballasts. These systems can
not only be adjusted and quickly moved around to do any
needed repairs, but the patented design model never penetrates
your roof. Our systems can be designed to be hurricane rated to
150 miles per hour.

Q. What last remark would
Joint Solar Venture make to
cement the deal?

FREQUENTLY
ASKED
QUESTIONS

A. JOINT SOLAR VENTURE WILL PROVIDE YOU AT THE VERY
LEAST WITH TREMENDOUSLY LOWER OPERATIONAL COSTS.
THOSE LOWER OPERATIONAL COSTS WILL MAKE YOUR
COMPANY EITHER MORE COMPETITIVE AND/OR ADD
SIGNIFICANTLY INCREASED NET PROFITS AND BETTER
BOTTOM LINE. THE BALL IS IN YOUR COURT.

WHY WAIT FOR YOUR FREE REPORT?

GO TO
FindOut@SolarJV.com

